Error running Invalid Final Grade smart view

With the change in the Blackboard grade centre extraction process, you will notice that two smart views are shown under Full Grade Centre. These two smart views correspond to the two types of grades applied around the University – grade mark and Pass/Fail. You will apply these smart views when you are not sure that your grades have been entered correctly into Blackboard OR you have received an email message that your grades have not been extracted from Student One due to issues with what has been entered. Upon doing that, you will get a report indicating which grade and mark combinations are invalid to start making corrections.

It has surfaced that some staff are encountering problems with running the ‘Invalid Final Grade- Grade/mark’ smart view. One of the reasons is that the original final mark column has been deleted/alterred (most often, this happens when the original final mark column is not the type of calculated column that meet your needs) by checking these

- Go to Full Grade Center and make sure that if ALL your submission points are marked out of 100 that your final mark column is a **weighted column**.

- OR, if ALL submission points are marked out of score (e.g. 20; 40; 40) the Final mark should be a **total column**.

Then scroll down to Full Grade Center and select smart view **Invalid Final Grade – Grade/Mark**. If this error message appears you will have to update the smart view criteria by:

1. Go into full Grade Center and select Manage tab >Smart views
2. Select **Invalid Final Grade – Grade/Mark** and click on its down arrow chevron

3. Scroll down and update each **selection criteria** according what’s shown below and select **SUBMIT**

The “description” field contains the following text:

*Reports invalid combinations of grades and marks for units of type Grade/Mark. You will need to change the Grade mark to comply with Grading policy. Further information can be found at [https://wiki.curtin.edu.au/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=249039411#BlackboardGradeExtraction/Publishing-HowtoEnterValidGradesintoBlackboard](https://wiki.curtin.edu.au/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=249039411#BlackboardGradeExtraction/Publishing-HowtoEnterValidGradesintoBlackboard)*
The text in the “Formula Editor” box is as below:

((1 AND 2 AND 13 AND 14 AND 15) OR (3 AND 4 AND 13 AND 14 AND 15) OR (5 AND 6 AND 13 AND 14 AND 15) OR (7 AND 8 AND 13 AND 14 AND 15) OR (9 AND 10 AND 13 AND 14 AND 15) OR (11 AND 12 AND 13 AND 14 AND 15)) OR (16 OR 17) AND 18